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Abstract

Many attempts have been made to hide information in

images, where one main challenge is how to increase the

payload capacity without the container image being de-

tected as containing a message. In this paper, we propose

a large-capacity Invertible Steganography Network (ISN)

for image steganography. We take steganography and the

recovery of hidden images as a pair of inverse problems

on image domain transformation, and then introduce the

forward and backward propagation operations of a single

invertible network to leverage the image embedding and

extracting problems. Sharing all parameters of our sin-

gle ISN architecture enables us to efficiently generate both

the container image and the revealed hidden image(s) with

high quality. Moreover, in our architecture the capacity

of image steganography is significantly improved by natu-

rally increasing the number of channels of the hidden image

branch. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that with

this significant improvement of the steganography payload

capacity, our ISN achieves state-of-the-art in both visual

and quantitative comparisons.

1. Introduction

Steganography is the art of hiding some secret data by

embedding it into a host medium that is not secret. Differ-

ent from cryptography which hides the meaning of the data

(or makes it unintelligible), steganography aims to hide the

existence of the data [11,42]. Accordingly, image steganog-

raphy refers to the process of hiding data within an im-

age file. The image chosen for hosting the hidden data

named the host- or cover-image, and the image generated

by steganography is called the container- or stego-image.

Nowadays, image steganography is used in digital commu-

nication, copyright protection, information certification, e-

commerce, and many other practical fields [11].

A well-designed image steganography system is ex-

∗indicates equal contribution.

(a) Host/container (b) 4 revealed images

Figure 1. We generate a container image by hiding 4 other images

into the host image. Guess which is the container image in the left

column? Answer: the top-left and bottom-left are the container

and host images, respectively. (b): 4 hidden images revealed from

the container image. These 6 images have the same resolution.

pected to have both the imperceptibility and payload capac-

ity requirements [33]. Firstly, the container image should

avoid arousing suspicion. This means that the hidden data

should not be detected under steganalysis, which is the

countermeasure of steganography. As shown in Fig. 1,

when the hidden images are embedded into the host image,

if the generated container image appears similar to the host

image in terms of its color and other features, then it would

be difficult for image steganalysis techniques [18,24] to dis-

tinguish between the host and container images. Therefore,

image steganography essentially asks for a powerful image

representation mechanism that can effectively approximate

the host image with the “noise” of the hidden images. This

process is also expected to be reversible, because the hidden

images should be well recovered from the container image

in the decoding process of image steganography. Besides

that, to make image steganography applications more effi-

cient in practice, another important aspect is to embed as

much hidden data as possible into the host image.

Existing image steganography solutions [8, 40, 62] still

cannot perfectly simultaneously achieve good impercep-

tibility with high payload capacity. Traditional methods
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usually hide messages in the spatial, transform, or some

adaptive domains [33], with the payload capacities around

0.2 ∼ 4 bits per pixel (bpp). For most of them, the hidden

data is embedded into the least significance bits (LSBs) [8]

or insensitive areas that are detected with low-level vision

descriptors, meaning that only a small amount of hidden in-

formation can be embedded. Several recent deep learning-

based hiding methods [4, 5] successfully find a potential

route to increase the hiding capacity. However, once the im-

age steganography system consists of different neural net-

works that are separately designed for the preprocessing,

steganography, and recovery tasks, the components of the

whole system are independent of each other and the pa-

rameters are not shared. It would thus be difficult to find

a trade-off between making the container statistically indis-

tinguishable and recovering the high-quality hidden image.

In this paper, we introduce a large-capacity image

steganography approach based on the invertible neural net-

work (INN) [14,15,58]. We take the task of hiding an image

as a special image domain transformation task, where the

container image should be as close as possible to the host

image. In its reverse process, the hidden images should also

be well reconstructed from the container image. Therefore,

we take image steganography and recovery as a pair of in-

verse problems, and thus introduce an Invertible Steganog-

raphy Network (ISN) to effectively solve them. Our novel

solution takes the same ISN for both steganography and re-

covery, where all the parameters are fully shared in such two

tasks. This methodology enables us to efficiently generate

both the container image and the revealed hidden image(s).

Our ISN network consists of two branches, naturally corre-

sponding to the input hidden and host images, respectively.

Moreover, in our architecture, the steganography capacity

can be substantially improved by increasing the number of

channels of the hidden image branch. Comprehensive ex-

periments demonstrate that our method can generate a de-

sired container image with high payloads for hiding images,

and with the same framework, we successfully reveal such

multiple hidden images (Fig. 1 shows hiding 4 images).

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

• We introduce an Invertible Steganography Network

(ISN) to effectively solve image steganography and re-

covery problems. Our bijective transformation model

uses a single network to efficiently hide and reveal im-

ages.

• Our method significantly improves the steganography

payload capacity to 24 ∼ 120 bpp, and it can be easily

adapted to hide multiple images with high impercepti-

bility.

• A comprehensive set of qualitative and quantitative ex-

periments show that our method achieves state-of-the-

art steganography and recovery results.

2. Related Work

Image hiding has been extensively studied in the aca-

demic community [9, 33]. Here we briefly discuss some

representative work on image steganography and the most

relevant techniques on invertible neural networks.

Traditional image steganography methods. Image

steganography techniques can be briefly classified into three

types: spatial-based [8, 31, 36–38, 43, 52, 56], transform-

based [19, 26, 41, 42, 45] and adaptive steganography meth-

ods [22, 23, 27–29, 35, 40]. A commonly used spatial

steganography algorithm is the LSB steganography [8],

where the information is embedded by modifying the LSBs

of the host image. However, this leaves traces in the statis-

tics of the container image that can be easily detected

by some steganalysis methods [18, 24, 61]. Other spatial

steganography methods are based on pixel value differenc-

ing (PVD) [38, 56], histogram shifting [43, 52], multiple

bit-planes [31, 36], palettes [31, 37] and so on. Transform

steganography applies image hiding in various transform

domains [9, 33]. For instance, JSteg [42] embeds the data

into the LSBs of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coef-

ficients of the host image. In general, DCT steganography

techniques [19, 26, 41, 45] share a low steganography pay-

load capacity.

Adaptive steganography normally adopts a general

framework for data embedding, where the problem can be

decomposed into embedding distortion minimization and

data coding. A well-known framework of this class of

method was proposed in [40], where the subtractive pixel

adjacency matrix feature [39] and syndrome-trellis codes

[17] are utilized for adaptive steganography. Similarly,

some other adaptive methods [22, 23, 27–29, 35] are de-

signed with different cost functions. These methods have

good imperceptibility, but still with a common limitation in

payload capacity.

Deep learning-based image steganography. Various

deep learning-based image steganography schemes have

been introduced recently. These methods can be categorized

into four families [10]: the family by synthesis [46, 53],

the family by generation of the modifications probability

map [50,59], the family by adversarial-embedding [49] and

the family by 3-player game [5, 25, 60, 62].

In the family of image synthesis, [46] and [53] both use

generative adversarial networks (GANs) to create a more

suitable container. Compared with traditional steganogra-

phy, these methods have no significant improvement in the

aspect of steganography payload capacity. In the family of

modifications probability map generation, most methods fo-

cus on generating various cost functions satisfying minimal-

distortion embedding [40]. In [50] a GAN-based distortion

learning framework is introduced for steganography, while

in [59] a generator with U-Net architecture is used to con-

vert an input image into a container image. In the family of
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adversarial-embedding, [49] presents an adversarial scheme

under the distortion minimization framework [40]. In the

family 3-player game, HiDDeN [62] and SteganoGAN [60]

adopt the encoder-decoder structure to perform information

embedding and recovery. To resist steganalysis, they in-

clude a third network that plays the role of adversary.

Recently, an excellent approach called Deep Steganogra-

phy [4,5] successfully hides an image within another image

of the same size. This method uses a fully convolutional

network consisting of three components: the preparation,

hiding, and revealing networks. These three different net-

works are trained in an end-to-end manner. In contrast, our

method utilizes an invertible network to train all shared pa-

rameters of the hiding and revealing tasks.

Applications. Many steganography based applications

have been proposed. For instance, Chen et al. [12] inte-

grate image steganography into style transfer. Wengrowski

et al. [55] introduce light field messaging (LFM) for mes-

sage transmission using hiding, recovering, and distortion

simulation networks. Tancik et al. [48] present a stegano-

graphic system called StegaStamp. This system could be

applied to provide extra information in addition to perceiv-

able image contents. Besides that, there is some interesting

work [51] focusing on hiding some objects or textures by

making them similar to the target image.

Invertible Neural Networks (INN). In recent years, the

invertible neural network has attracted much attention, as it

is one of the effective schemes for reversible image transfor-

mation. INN learns a stable invertible mapping between the

data distribution pX and a latent distribution pZ . Instead

of constructing a cycle loss to train two generators to im-

plement bidirectional mapping such as in CycleGAN [63],

INN involves the forward and back propagation operations

in the same network, such that it realizes both the feature

encoder and the image generator.

Pioneering research on INN-based mapping can be seen

in NICE [14] and RealNVP [15]. In [20] a further explana-

tion for the invertibility is explored. INNs have also been

proved to share some advantages in estimating the posterior

of an inverse problem [2]. In [47], flexible INNs are con-

structed with masked convolutions under some composition

rules. An unbiased flow-based generative model is also in-

troduced in [13]. Besides that, FFJORD [21], Glow [34],

i-RevNet [32] and i-ResNet [6] further improve the cou-

pling layer for density estimation, achieving better gener-

ation results. Because of the powerful network representa-

tion, INNs are also used for various inference tasks, such

as image colorization [3], image rescaling [58], image com-

pression [54], and video super-resolution [64]. We take the

advantage of INN’s bijective construction and efficient in-

vertibility for our steganography issue.

3. Proposed Approach

3.1. Overview

Our image steganography framework aims to effectively

embed multiple hidden images into the host image, and con-

versely, it enables us to reveal the hidden images with high-

quality from the container image, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Formally, we set the host image and the hidden image(s) as

xho and xhi, respectively, and the corresponding container

image is yco. As mentioned before, we regard embedding

and extracting the hidden images as a pair of inverse prob-

lems, we thus formulate the procedure as:

yco = f(xhi, xho),

(x̂ho, x̂hi) = f−1(yco),
(1)

where x̂ho, x̂hi are respectively the recovered host and hid-

den images from the container image. Therefore, suitable

optimizers should be designed to ensure that yco and x̂hi

are as close as possible to xho and xhi, respectively.

In our system, we introduce a single network to simulta-

neously perform feature transformation, image steganogra-

phy and revealing. Therefore, we use the forward mapping

of this network to fit the stenography function f(·), and the

reverse mapping to fit the recovery function f−1(·), as de-

fined in Eq. (1). Specifically, on the forward propagation

the host image xho and hidden images xhi are set as input

to get the container image yco. On the back propagation,

such yco is set as input to reveal x̂hi. Our two tasks are pro-

cessed in the same network, benefiting from all fully shared

parameters of the two invertible propagation operations.

3.2. Invertible Steganography Network (ISN)

Our ISN architecture, where hiding and revealing images

are efficiently solved in the same network, is inspired by the

latest INNs [14, 15, 58]. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), our ISN

consists of several invertible blocks. In INNs, the basic in-

vertible coupling layer is the additive affine transformations

proposed by NICE [14]. For this model, the l-th invertible

block, the input bl is divided into bl1 and bl2 along the chan-

nel axis and the corresponding output is bl+1

1 and bl+1

2 . For

the forward operation,

bl+1

1 = bl1 + φ(bl2),

bl+1

2 = bl2 + η(bl+1

1 ),
(2)

where φ(·) and η(·) are arbitrary functions. For the back-

ward operation, given [bl+1

1 , bl+1

2 ], it is easy to calculate [bl1
, bl2] as:

bl2 = bl+1

2 − η(bl+1

1 ),

bl1 = bl+1

1 − φ(bl2).
(3)

For our image-into-image steganography, the forward

propagation operation is to embed xhi into xho, the input
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(a) Traditional image steganography pipeline

(b) Our invertible steganography framework
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Figure 2. System pipeline. Unlike traditional methods (a) where steganography and recovery of the hidden image are processed separately,

we introduce an invertible steganography framework (b). The multiple hidden images are concatenated with the host image, serving as a

forward input to the trainable invertible network. The container image is then generated using several invertible blocks sharing the same

structures. Conversely, the backpropagation effectively recovers the hidden images with high quality from the container image.

of our ISN naturally consists of two parts, which exactly

match the splitting of bl1 and bl2. To increase the representa-

tional capacity of the network, an affine coupling layer [15]

is frequently used. Following [58], we use an additive trans-

formation for the host image branch bl1, and employ an en-

hanced affine transformation for the hidden image branch

bl2. Therefore, we adopt the bijection of the forward propa-

gation, and Eq. 2 is reformulated as

bl+1

1 = bl1 + φ(bl2),

bl+1

2 = bl2 ⊙ exp(ρ(bl+1

1 )) + η(bl+1

1 ),
(4)

where exp(·) and ρ(·) are Exponential and arbitrary func-

tions, respectively. ⊙ is the Hadamard product. Thus, this

is a variant of the augmented invertible block. Accordingly,

our backward propagation operation is

bl2 = (bl+1

2 − η(bl+1

1 ))⊙ exp(−ρ(bl+1

1 )),

bl1 = bl+1

1 − φ(bl2).
(5)

The corresponding invertible blocks are shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Note that exp(·) of ρ(·) is omitted in the figure.

In our ISN, when generating the container image yco, a

constant matrix yz is introduced (see the right of Fig. 2 (b)).

When we attempt to hide an RGB image into another RGB

image, there are 6 feature channels for the input and out-

put of the invertible blocks, which means that the forward

output also has 6 channels. However, we only need 3 fea-

ture channels to represent yco. To keep the consistency of

the channel number and feature information on both sides of

the invertible network, we thus set the remaining 3 channels

besides yco as a constant matrix yz .

It is noticeable that our ISN can be flexibly adapted to

embed multiple xhi. To achieve that, we directly concate-

nate such multiple xhi in the channel dimension, and simul-

taneously increase the number of feature channels in the b2
hidden branch, without changing the network architecture.

3.3. Loss Functions

We aim to ensure that both the container image yco and

revealed images x̂hi are as close as possible to the host xho

and the hidden images xhi, respectively. Therefore, we in-

troduce the following two losses for yco and xhi:

Lco = F(xho, yco),

Lhi = F(x̂hi, xhi).
(6)

Here F is the pixel-level distance function. Besides that,

the following two losses are constructed respectively for the

revealed host image xho and the constant matrix yz ,

Lho = F(x̂ho, xho),

Lz = F(ŷz, yz).
(7)

These two losses further constrain the system towards a

unique solution for reconstructing the desired images. Fol-
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Host Container Errors (mag.x50) Hidden Revealed Errors (mag.x50)

(a) Original (b) [5] (c) Ours (d) [5] (e) Ours (f) Original (g) [5] (h) Ours (i) [5] (j) Ours

Figure 3. Visual comparisons for hiding and revealing an image.

Host Container Errors (mag.x50) Hidden-1 Revealed-1 Errors (mag.x50) Hidden-2 Revealed-2 Errors (mag.x50)

(a) Original (b) [5] (c) Ours (d) [5] (e) Ours (f) Original (g) [5] (h) Ours (i) [5] (j) Ours (k) Original (l) [5] (m) Ours (n) [5] (o) Ours

Figure 4. Visual comparisons for hiding and revealing two images.

lowing [58], we use the l2 and l1 loss functions for the for-

ward and backward propagation operations, respectively. In

summary, our final loss function is

L = αcoLco + αzLz + αhoLho + αhiLhi, (8)

where αco, αz, αho, αhi are the weights of the correspond-

ing losses presented above.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Implementation Details

Our ISN is implemented with PyTorch, and an Nvidia

Titan 2080Ti GPU is used for acceleration. We use the

AdaMax optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, a learn-

ing rate of 0.0002 and a mini-batch of size 2 to train our

model. Our network contains several invertible blocks, each

of them uses three 5-layer DenseNet blocks as the φ, ρ,

and η sub-modules, respectively. The number of invertible

blocks and the weights of our loss function are related to the

steganography payload capacity, i.e. the number of hidden

images (more details are in Sec. 4.4).

We train and test our network on the ImageNet [44]

and Paris StreetView [16] datasets, which contain vari-

ous natural and man-made scenarios. We randomly select

100,000 and 1,000 images from ImageNet as the training

and testing sets, respectively. From the Paris StreetView

dataset, we get 14,900 training images and 100 testing

images. We randomly crop 144×144 patches for train-

ing, while flipping and rotation are also used for data aug-

mentation. We alternate the forward and back propaga-

tion operations of the network during training. For each

iteration, our network firstly performs forward calculation

F (xho, xhi) to obtain (yco, ŷz), secondly performs reverse

calculation F−1(yco, yz), and then calculates the corre-

sponding 4 losses and updates the parameters.
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(a) 3 hidden images. (b) 4 hidden images. (c) 5 hidden images.

Figure 5. Results for hiding multiple images. Sub-figure (a), (b) and (c) respectively represent the results of hiding 3 ∼5 images, with a

blue border on the host images and an orange border on the hidden images. In each sub-figure, the top row is the original images and the

middle row is our generated results, while the third row is the ×50 magnified errors between them.

Table 1. Objective comparison using PSNR/SSIM. -h1 and -h2
means to hide 1 and 2 images respectively. (c) means cross-

domain testing, i.e. the model trained on another dataset is tested

directly without fine-tuning.

method
ImageNet Paris StreetView

Container Revealed Container Revealed

Ours-h1 38.05/.954 35.38/.955 40.49/.980 43.33/.991

Ours-h1 (c) 36.48/.940 34.92/.950 39.28/.977 40.41/.985

[5]-h1 36.02/.946 32.75/.933 36.80/.986 39.03/.984

[5]-h1 (c) 30.12/.938 29.53/.897 38.29/.975 35.86/.971

Ours-h2 36.86/.945 32.21/.920 39.14/.971 39.05/.982

Ours-h2 (c) 35.57/.932 32.04/.926 38.69/.969 35.12/.962

[5]-h2 30.18/.919 29.17/.898 37.14/.978 34.73/.964

[5]-h2 (c) 29.85/.931 25.19/.833 35.20/.963 33.23/.955

An ISN for hiding an image takes approximately one day

to train for 500,000 iterations. When performing inference,

the entire process of hiding and revealing an image with

380×380 resolution takes about 0.07 seconds. We also im-

plement our model on MindSpore [1] and other platforms.

More specifically, the inference speed of our model is in-

creased by 12% on the Jittor deep learning framework [30].

4.2. Comparison

Here we conduct some comparison tests especially with

the latest method proposed in [5]. Some other CNN-based

methods like HiDDeN [62] and SteganoGAN [60] are not

involved, because they still achieve traditional payload ca-

pacities (<4.5 bpp). We reimplemented the model in [5]

using PyTorch, and trained it on both ImageNet and Paris

StreetView datasets. The PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ra-

tio) and SSIM (Structural Similarity) metrics are used to

objectively evaluate the images. Note that the calculated

values of the model trained by us are slightly lower than

that reported in [5] (Tab. 1). This could be due to differ-

ent testing data randomly chosen from the dataset. When

hiding two images, we measure the reconstruction quality

of their revealed results using their average PSNRs. The

results in Tab. 1 indicate that our approach performs better

in both hiding single image and multiple images. Interest-

ingly, Tab. 1 also shows that when our model is specifically

trained on Pairs StreetView with a small amount of data, the

testing results obtained on ImageNet are still acceptable.

Visualization comparisons between our ISN and [5] are

shown in Fig. 3. Due to the space limitation, here we only

show two examples for each dataset (more examples are in

the supplementary). To illustrate the difference between the

original and generated images, we magnify the pixel-wise

errors by 50 times. One can observe that both our gener-

ated container and revealed hidden images contain smaller

errors than that of [5], which is consistent with the objec-

tive comparison. In general, these experiments show that

our ISN obtains the optimal results both quantitatively and

qualitatively, when hiding one or two images.

4.3. Hiding Multiple Images

Here we explore the steganography payload capacity of

our ISN by embedding multiple images. Firstly, we em-

bed two images into the host, and the visual comparison

can be seen in Fig. 4. Furthermore, Fig. 5 visualizes the

results with 3∼5 hiding images, with a blue border around

host images and an orange border around the hidden im-

ages. Clearly, at such a high steganography payload capac-

ity, our ISN still obtains satisfactory container images, and

moreover, it reveals all hidden images with high quality.

In Fig. 6, we further calculate the average PSNRs for the

containers and revealed images when hiding different num-

bers of images. In each class of experiments, we randomly

select 100 images for the test. Again, the PSNR corresponds

to the average of all hidden images for every container im-

age. As shown in Fig. 6, the average PSNR values of the

revealed images decrease with the increasing number of the

hidden images. It is easy to understand that it becomes more

difficult to hide and reveal the information of more hidden

images. Nevertheless, even for the extreme case of 5 hid-

den images, the PSNR of the revealed hidden images is still

higher than 31 dBs, while the container images are with

good visual imperceptibility (∼36 dBs).
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[5]

[5]

Figure 6. Average PSNRs of the revealed hidden images and the

container images for embedding 1∼5 images.

Table 2. Ablation experiments for hiding 1∼ 2 images.

αco

1 hidden image 2 hidden images

Container Revealed Container Revealed

2 27.64/.908 41.38/.994 27.08/.856 38.04/.981

4 29.10/.935 42.26/.994 28.84/.894 38.15/.986

8 33.30/.961 41.16/.990 29.86/.922 37.48/.983

16 35.64/.974 41.99/.990 35.52/.932 39.26/.984

32 40.49/.980 43.33/.991 37.60/.958 38.87/.982

64 42.40/.986 40.73/.988 39.14/.971 39.05/.982

Table 3. Ablation experiments for hiding 4 images.

αco

8 InvBlocks 16 InvBlocks

Container Revealed Container Revealed

4 27.58/.779 32.90/.945 26.97/.787 34.66/.960

32 33.63/.928 31.61/.934 34.58/.923 33.22/.949

64 36.53/.957 31.12/.928 36.03/.955 33.02/.942

4.4. Ablation Experiments

The ablation experiments are performed on Paris

StreetView. Here we mainly discuss the loss weight of the

container image and the number of invertible blocks, which

greatly impact the final results. For more detailed exper-

iments on sub-modules selection and loss function adjust-

ment, please see the supplementary.

As reported in Tab. 2, our ISN easily reveals high-quality

images when embedding 1 or 2 images. By simply adjust-

ing αco, the weight of the container image in loss func-

tion Eq. (8), our network still gets desired container images.

When hiding 2 images, without decreasing the quality of the

revealed images (still higher than 38 dBs), changing αco

from 2 to 64 makes the container image gain +12.06 dBs

and +0.115 for the PSNR and SSIM metrics, respectively.

Similarly, when hiding 4 images, increasing αco can

significantly improve the quality of the container image

(see Tab. 3). However, it is difficult to do so for the re-

vealed images. Still in this table, if we only use an ISN with

8 invertible blocks, the average PSNRs of the 4 revealed im-

ages are always less than 33 dBs. By increasing the number

of invertible blocks from 8 to 16, the revealed images gain

Host Container Errors Hidden Revealed Errors 

Figure 7. Visual results for some extreme cases, where the host or

hidden images are monochrome, natural or random noise images.

+1.9 dBs, and the container image is higher than 36 dBs

(the bottom row in Tab. 3 ). In other words, when dealing

with more hidden images, the steganography and recovery

capability of our method could be improved by appropri-

ately increasing the number of blocks. According to Tab. 2

and Tab. 3, we set αco to 32 for 1 hidden image and αco to

64 for multiple hidden images, to ensure that the container

image is sufficiently similar to the host image in most cases,

and αz, αho, αhi are all set to 1.

5. Discussions

5.1. Extreme Cases

To explore the steganography capability of our proposed

approach, we conduct experiments on some extreme im-

ages, including a natural image, a monochrome image and

a random noise image. For every two images, we firstly

select one of them to embed into the other. After that, we

repeat the above experiment by switching these two images

in our system. From the first two rows of Fig. 7, it could be

observed that our method performs well when embedding

a natural image into a monochrome image or vice versa.

However, other results (the last four rows) show that if the

noise image is used as a hidden or host image, it is difficult

for our method to reveal the hidden image.

5.2. Passive Attack Analysis

Here we conduct passive attack analysis on container im-

ages generated by our method, and we employ two widely-

used open source tools [7, 57] for this analysis. The first

tool is ManTra-Net [57], which is designed to detect 385

image manipulation types. We compare the detection re-
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Figure 8. Forgery detection. The masks in the second row are

the corresponding results of the container images in the first row,

respectively, detected by ManTra-Net [57]. The third row shows

the hidden images.

sults of our method against [5] using this image forgery tool.

As shown in Fig. 8, the indicated abnormal information of

our container image detected by [57] is close to that of the

original host image. On the contrary, the result using [5]

(the center of Fig. 8) shows more information of the hidden

image. This proves the effectiveness of our steganography

approach.

Another detection tool is named StegExpose [7], which

is devised for LSB steganography detection, and includes

four well-known steganalysis approaches. As shown in

Fig. 9, the detection results with StegExpose on [5] and ours

are shown in the form of receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curves. These two comparable curves indicate that

StegExpose detection does not work well on both ours and

the method in [5]. It is also interesting that the detection

curve on [5] is slightly better than ours, while it is opposite

for the PSNRs metrics reported before.

5.3. Encryption

As mentioned before, we force the output of the forward

propagation in our hidden image branch to a constant matrix

yz during the training. For all our experiments in Sec. 4, all

elements in yz are set as 0.5, such that the consistency of

the network structure is well preserved, and as expected the

hidden image branch information is transferred to the host

image branch.

Can yz be further used as a key for hidden image extrac-

tion? We set yz with other texture patterns during training,

and try to reveal the hidden image under the assumption that

yz is unknown. Fig. 10 shows some revealed results of the

hidden image when yz is set with different textures. We can

Figure 9. The ROC curve produced by setting different thresholds

in StegExpose [7] when detecting the container images generated

by [5] and our method.

Figure 10. Extracting the hidden image by setting yz with different

texture patterns. The top-left and bottom-left are respectively the

container and hidden images. The remaining 5 images of the first

row are texture patterns of yz , and the bottom of them are the

corresponding results revealed from the container images.

see that only with the correct yz , the hidden image could

be revealed with high quality. Note also that although the

images revealed by incorrect yz are distorted, the hidden

contents are still partially recognizable.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an Invertible Steganog-

raphy Network (ISN) for image steganography, where the

forward and backward propagation operations of the same

network are leveraged to embed and extract hidden im-

ages, respectively. Our method significantly improves the

steganography payload capacity, and can be easily adapted

to hide multiple images with high imperceptibility. Com-

prehensive experiments demonstrate that with significant

improvement of the steganography payload capacity, our

ISN method achieves state-of-the-art both visually and

quantitatively.
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